BE A MERIT SUMMER PRECEPTOR

Inspire a Promising Baltimore Scholar

You can make a big impact in 3 hours

We Handle:

- HIPAA Training
- Scheduling & Logistics
- Compliance Paperwork

MERIT scholars are the next generation of diverse health professionals in Baltimore.

Talented high school students across Baltimore are hungry for real-world experience in health care. You can provide this life changing opportunity.

All we need is your availability

Sign up for the days and times that work for you

- June 25 - July 26
- Mondays - Thursdays
- Standard: 9am-12pm

We can also accommodate earlier start times or afternoons (1pm-4pm).

Fill Out the Availability Survey:
www.surveymonkey.com/r/MERITPreceptor

For Questions, email: dbrownlee@jhmi.edu
MERIT Produces Results

The MERIT Health Leadership Academy is a comprehensive academic and career mentorship program supporting Baltimore City high school students who aspire to careers in medicine. MERIT Scholars take advanced academic classes on Saturdays, work in hospitals and lab during paid summer internships, and receive long-term college and career mentorship.

Results from the Class of 2017

- 100% Accepted to 4-year universities
- $3.2 Million Total Academic Scholarships Earned
- 206 Points Average SAT Growth

What do preceptors say about MERIT Scholars?

"It was a pleasure working with a MERIT scholar. She was terrific - bright, friendly, and dedicated."

David Hellmann, M.D.
Chairman of Medicine, Johns Hopkins Bayview

"Every time I work with MERIT I'm reminded why I chose this field. The MERIT students' eyes light up with every interaction they have, every procedure they observe."

Christian Daniel Jones, M.D., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Surgery

WWW.MERITBALTIMORE.ORG/PRECEPTOR